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As part of a culture that is so ingrained in the roots of sustainability, we took the privilege of getting to know
the our fashion and cultural history better. It is surprising how much we don't know about our own fashion,
while we're going on and on about the trends of the west. From fashion and textile, to food and health, there
is so much skill and wisdom that out culture can impart to the world. As we start witnessing the penalty to
following unsustainable lifestyles, we realize that the solution to these patterns is lying right where we started
off. Sustainability has always been a core component of Indian culture, and it is delightful to find out that
people around the world are now acknowledging it. Of course there are limitations and costs to a low carbon
emmission lifestyle, but all of it can really start by reducing the costs to nothing.  Indian cuisine offers an
expansive selection of vegetarian dishes, including staples like lentils (daal) and curries  made using whatever
vegetables are in season. Purchasing fresh, local and seasonal produce from street vendors, who wheel their
daily produce around the city in carts, is another common practice, as is making yogurt at home from milk
that is delivered by milkmen to homes (which is any day more sustainable that packaged curd). There are
many other practices we are yet to adopt, but there's always a first.  
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F o l k  a r t  h a s  b e e n  a  r e f e r e n c e  p o i n t  f o r  I n d i a n  d e s i g n e r s  o v e r  t h e  y e a r s ,  a n d  t h e  p a s t

f e w  y e a r s  h a v e  b e e n  v e r y  t e x t i l e  a n d  w e a v i n g  h e a v y  -  I n d i a n  d e s i g n e r s  h a v e  b e e n  h e r o -

i n g  t h e  c o u n t r y ' s  t e x t i l e s  i n  a  b i g  w a y .  A s  a  n a t u r a l  p r o g r e s s i o n ,  i t  i s  e x p e c t e d  t o  s e e

m o r e  i n t e r e s t  i n  I n d i a n  a r t s  a s  w e l l .

INDIAN FASHION
A N D  F O L K  A R T

WRITTEN  BY  VEDIKA  DAWAR



Just as art and fashion so regularly collide, Indian

fashion has a long standing love affair with folk art: a

simple transfer of iconic images onto covetable

products, in a bid to woo status - and design-

conscious-consumers. India is ubiquitous- be it

architecture, tradition, culture or art. Fashion industry

is no exception. We have been unique and have been

inspiring the world by setting trends all across. A lot of

Indian fashion designers have been working on

reviving  Indian folk art forms. Depicting the

relationship of man with nature, through the vivacity

of intense vibrant colours and the purity of the raw

sketches, Gond art has inspired numerous fashion

trends in India Attempts have been made to modify

Gond paintings in wearable easy comfortable

silhouettes, incorporating integral elements of Gond

Art like decorative motifs, patterns, dots, dashes, lines,

and circles in the collection, what made it stand out was

how it was played around on delicate organza, ruffles,

and flowy fabrics in a variety of hues such as a ‘neel’ or

a ‘geru’ giving it a kaleidoscopic, but still a uniquely

beautiful look..

SUMMER  ESCAPADES

A REPRESENTATION
OF  THE  UNION  OF  MAN  AND  NATURE
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According to the Gond belief system, all things are

inhabited by a spirit and, consequently, are sacred.

Gond paintings are a reflection of man’s close

connection with his natural surroundings. While a

majority of Gond paintings do take inspiration from

nature, it isn’t the only source of ideas. They also turn

to the myths and legends of India or showcase images

from the daily lives and dreams in their art. Usually,

the paints are usually derived naturally from objects

such as charcoal, coloured soil, plant sap, mud,

flowers, leaves and even cow dung.

Patachitra tradition, the colourful scroll-paintings

and Talapatra, the delicate palm-leaf engravings that

depict characters and scenes from Hindu mythology,

it is one of the most ancient handicrafts practiced in

Odisha. The traditions of pattachitra paintings are

more than thousand years old. Through centuries- the

patachitra has been a platform where several methods

of communication have converged- including visual

messages, oral traditions and music- all of which

helped to amalgamate, involve and portray nature,

society and culture coexisting through a lucid

dialogue.

Thus, these paintings- on one hand portrayed society

and its ideations like simple photographs down the

ages. On the other hand, they also helped to preserve

valuable information about social transformations,

stories of migrations and details of socio-political and

religious reflections as well- all of which helps to form

the framework of an important section of the history

of the masses which often goes uncharted. Most of

these paintings depict stories of Hindu deities.

A traditional performative art from eastern India- the

patachitra tradition is an integral part of intangible

heritage and is an important essence of folk and

traditional media. The most interesting fact about this

art-form is that the canvas on which the painting is

done is made up of cloth. The colours used within the

scroll paintings were always and are still mostly made

from various elements from nature- e.g. tree barks,

lamp soot, gum, etc.

Originally,

 apart from 

paper and cloth, 

sometimes palm-leaf 

manuscripts were made to 

paint the scrolls, however, in 

recent years, this has been subs-

tituted completely by the use of pap-

er, dexterously stuck on cloth to give it 

more stability and then used as a canvas for 

drawing. The brushes are still made from the 

whiskers of the tail of squirrels and mongoose, 

which are tied with thin strips of bamboo to give the

shape of a paint-brush. The colours are mixed in

empty shells of broken coconuts (which serve as 

a palette) with the help of water and home-made

glue. The following are the most important natural

colours used by the patuas.This art is now used in

sarees, dresses and even on high-endcouture pieces.

As a result this craft is being saved from getting

extinct and a lot of innovations are made in the

existing craft. Now, the artisans are also getting a

chance to continue the same occupation and earn

their livelihood.
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FROM INDIA TO AROUND 
THE WORLD
Bougainvillea London is slow fashion house creating timeless quality pieces.
Inspired by a love of Indian textiles, vintage silhouettes and old school
craftsmanship. Each one of a kind piece is hand stitched in London from
beautiful quality vintage silk, sourced in India.

Bougainvillea, was founded by Ava Amande

when she first designed a dress from a vintage

silk sari, made by a local tailor  while she was

visiting her partner's family in India for the

first time last November. From there, a family

business blossomed. "It is a true family

enterprise with my partner’s family in India

sourcing the textiles and my mother, Penelope

Goddard, reprising her distinguished modeling

career" said Ava. The campaign shots are the

result of a mother and daughter having fun,

endeavouring to capture a moment that tells a

story.

In India, the cry of the kabadiwala calling out

‘scrap for cash’ is omnipresent. The kabadiwala

ethos is based on the concept that rubbish is

merely a resource in the wrong place. Their

vision is to honour Indian craftsmanship, to

showcase Indian textile design and celebrate

the age old Indian tradition of repurposing.

The abundance of magnificent textiles

produced by highly skilled craftsmen and the

way repurposing is deeply ingrained in the

culture. Everything has an afterlife, another

purpose. The notion of karma isn’t limited to

people!
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THE BEAUTY OF
IMPERFECTION
"We use vintage hand-cut mother of pearl

buttons that were handcrafted in Bengal

about 80 years ago"

When asked about the creative mind and all

the hands that are behind all the  design and

organization, Ava talks about the ‘Amande

Atelier’ as it is affectionately known, near

Battersea Park, that includes her mother, a

local seamstress, herself and the hardest

working member, a 50yr old Singer sewing

machine.

It is extremely delightful to find out how

Indian textiles are gaining momentum through

sustainable fashion across the world. Every

dress made by the team at Bougainvillea is a

one of kind so they so they are often snapped

up very quickly. Bougainvillea ladies fall in

love with the floral paisley/mango prints. 

They have an ‘Earth & Fire’ color collection

and a ‘Sea & Sky’ because the textiles they

choose seem to naturally fall into these

categories. The Irene prairie dress and the

Masala dress, full of ruffles and frills seem to

be particularly popular at the moment. “Our

dresses are seasonless. They can be layered up

for the chilly months and silk is a natural

temperature regulator so super for insulating

or keeping cool.” The Bougainvillea silhouette

has a vintage feel with raglan sleeves, yokes,

blouson sleeves, neck ruffles. “We use vintage

hand-cut mother of pearl buttons that were

handcrafted in Bengal about 80years ago. I love

their weight and irregularity, it’s proof of the

beauty of imperfection.”
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"Indian tailors are masters of their trade. Skills

like embroidery and beading have been past

down through the generations and it is innate.

When I came to India I was amazed at the

abundance of talent. This sort of

craftsmanship isn’t widespread in Britain. I

look forward to using their skills of embroidery

next year. Our first few dresses we tailored in

India at the beginning of the year then Covid

hit and we had to take the production in house.

I am excited to work with our super talented

team in Hyderabad as demand grows and Covid

passes..

I am so lucky to have my partner’s family on

the ground in India.They go to the saree

sellers, dealing with vintage sarees that have

been swapped for pots and pans. We discuss

what to choose on video calls. I then decide

which dress and which sarees. Then they take

the fabric to their local tailor who creates the

dress from my design and specification (Pre

and post Covid). Then the dress is shipped to

London for finishing touches, photographed

with my mother modeling in Battersea Park or

Kings Rd, Chelsea. So the shipping is minimal.

Some designers ship their garments to 7

countries before they get to a country where

they will be sold! We use fabric that has

already had a life so we aren’t creating

pollution in production. From a design

perspective using fabric that already exists

creates means each dress is one of a kind and

no woman wants to bump into someone

wearing the same dress! So it creates

exclusivity and is very much our USP..

THE CRAFTS AND
THOSE WHO MAKE IT 
There's no doubt that when you look at picture, it takes

your breath away. But go in deep into the making? It's a

whole different story.
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The British love Indian textile

design. Indian block printing is

extremely popular and we are united

in our love of mango print (known as

Paisley in the U.K.)

Bougainvillea women adore the

bright colors of the sarees I use, so

much imagination and creativity has

gone into their creation, I am so

delighted to be able to give these

garments a new life. The collection is

a nod to the iconic dresses produced

by Ritu Kumar in the 70s, that my

grandmother, Irene, had several of.

They look as fresh and as wearable as

they did back then and that is a

testament to world-class Indian

textile design and craftsmanship.

IT'S ALL  
IN THE
TEXTILE
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Sufiyaan Khatri
I N  C O N V E R S A T I O N  W I T H

AJRAKH
K N O W  Y O U R  C R A F T



H A N D I C R A F T S -  A J R A K H

Get to know the craft
Ajrak is a block-printed textile that is resist-dyed using natural dyes. including indigo and madder. It is made in
Kutch, Gujarat and is distinguished by its color- blue with red — and its complex geometric & floral patterns.
Nature plays an important role in the making of Ajrak. The craftsmen work in total harmony with their
environment, where the sun, river, animals, trees and mud are all part of its making. 

The blue and red block prints that we are able to find
on all kinds of fabric today, usually takes 15-20 days
to look the way it does. From the initial process of
carving the tick wood block using a compass, buying
white cloth from weavers or handlooms to washing,
dying printing, fermenting, boiling and printing again,
it is an intricate work of art that requires years of skill
and experience.

All the materials used in the process are completely
organic and sourced from nature including the dye.
The dying process includes 'Harda' plant which is
traditionally planted in Tamil Nadu. The printing is
done using lime and gum arabic, which is used in
outlining. The process of fermenting and boiling is
also a altogether different procedure that includes
iron and jaggery. 
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H A N D I C R A F T S -  A J R A K H

The unsung
heroes of
Ajrakhpur
Sufiyaan Khatri shares the history of how the Ajrakh
community made it through the many years and
generations of learning, unlearning, settlement and
perseverance. 

THE SINDH (KHATRI) COMMU NITY

The art of traditional ajrakh printing can be dated back to
17th century India when Raja Rao Parmal ji first invited
the Sindh community to work for him.
The King offered them a place of their choice in the city to
live, which was a village near Dhamadaka river. Today the
'Khatri' community, originally from Sindh is the 10th
generation of artisans.

With the introduction of chemical dyes in the textile
industry around the late 1950s, people stopped buying
original hand prints. By the time the artisans were able to
share their knowledge and skill with others in the 1990s,
the Dhamadaka river had dried up. The community
collectively started working on setting up the market
again with the help of some contacts and the government.

MID STORY

In the 1970s, NID had sent 2 textile designers to their
local residence to guide them through on how to set up
shop. After the 2001 Earthquake, a new village 'Ajrakhpur'
was established, 12kms from Bhuj and 40kms from
Dhamadaka, the place where it all began. 
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What kept the river
flowing
Our community went through a lot of hardship and turmoil, from establishing our art
time and again, to a different audience , to the problems caused by natural calamities
but there are some great people who we met along the way who kept us going, and kept
our art going. When we moved to a new town and established it as Ajrakhpur, the
Vivekananda Research Training Institute set up 74 workshops for the artisans to
kickstart our new venture and an NGO, Jamiyate Ulama-e- Hind made 112 houses for
the all of our community to live in. I feel extrmely thankful foe them.

H A N D I C R A F T S -  A J R A K H
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The Beauty of
Local

From the beginning first stage to the time it's sold to consumers like
us, the entire process is done by skilled labour using only what can be

found in nature. Ajrakh is only one of the many crafts that India is
proud to have. There are many such communities who  have their own
little establishment with people running it as a family business. The

Ajrakh art community, has been represented by Sufiyaan Khatri at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art amongst many other fashion pilgrimages

around the world.

H A N D I C R A F T S -  A J R A K H
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It’s time to take out those old hardly worn sarees and give
them a new life. From slick dresses to some suave suits, home
décor to handbags, your vintage saree silks, cottons, chiffon
and georgette, can be utilized for some fun upcycled fashion
and décor.

Upcycling is the sustainable art of reusing discarded material
in a creative way, so as to create a product of higher value.
The sari, on the other hand, is an indispensable cultural
symbol and has been a vital part of the Indian fashion scene.
But more often than not, Saris will be found stored away in the
corner of some loft, untouched for a long time. Reasons cited
are of personal style and unfortunate stains and tears. But
some things are too valuable for the donation box. Saris are
not only bought, but also passed down from generation to
generation, symbolic of where you come from. Emotional
attachment and the joy found in nostalgia, or simply seeing
yourself in the shadow of an ancestor, is what makes the Sari a
priceless possession.

Six Yards of
Sustainable Creativity
B Y  R A D H I K A  S I N G H
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Upcycling Sarees is not new to Indian households,
we’ve grown up seeing our mothers and
grandmothers turn old saris into outfits for us,
cushion covers for the drawing room and even
curtains. Lighter on the pocket and better for the
environment is reflective in these practices, and
upcycling is a great medium to keep this tradition
alive. Indian designers and fashion labels, such as
Lata Sita, Kumari, Bodements, House of Wandering
Silk and Mishcat Co have found a way to strike a
balance between repurposing saris while
maintaining their true essence- a saree reimagined
and recreated to break gender roles, one that
speaks to your own personal style or to add quirky
new pieces to your home décor and handbags to
your wardrobe. But upcycling Saris at home with
some help from the local tailor is achievable too.

From sari to not
a sari; rooted in
Indian culture
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Let the world witness your creativity and
appreciate your heritage.Torn saris pose a genuine
problem, and simply stitching them up makes for a
gaudy version. Take inspiration from Indian
fashion brand Kumari- by darning, patchwork
through motifs, and incorporating kintsugi- giving
your sarees a new and refreshing look. Another
way of turning up the style factor, is to transform
you mother’s brocade saris into full length
charming skirts. You can pair them up with some
casual block t-shirts, highlighting the splash of
colour and extravagance of the brocade, or get an
equally beautiful blouse stitched to remodel an
elaborate lehenga, a perfect fit for the upcoming
festive season. Saris are sometimes difficult to
carry, so redo them to create another unique,
traditional South Asian outfit- the suit. Repurpose
sari cottons or even silks, to make an indicate and
well- fitting salwar kameez.

The Secret Ingredient to a
Doing it Right

Use your mother’s old organza or cotton- linen
blend saris to create flowy daily wear dresses or
sari silks to make an elaborate dress for an
upcoming wedding. Saris usually take a long time
to drape, but pants made from them won’t- printed
cotton sarees can be upcycled into flowy palazzo
pants, while for a more formal yet unique look,
variations of silk such as tusar silk or taffeta can
come in handy. Saris with stains or slightly
damaged borders are ideal for repurposing, cut
them up and get some flowy shrugs or unique
jackets stitched for your wardrobe. Shrugs
upcycled from Saris can make for a stunning
statement piece, whereas jackets are a perfect
addition to your wardrobe for the upcoming
season.

If you’re vying to do something different with a
precious heirloom, such as your grandmother’s silk
sari, while struggling to carry the legacy forward,
get a customized, tailor made pantsuit stitched.
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Use phulkari, zari- work, aari or kashikadari
work saris and a add a little oomph to your plain
salwar kameez, with an upcycled dupatta.
Dupattas possess the ability to transform the
blandest of looks into something extraordinary.
Embroidery work carries with it not only a
sense of tradition, but will also add something
unique to your outfit.
A news article is usually on a well-defined topic
or topics that are related in some way, such as a
factual account of a newsworthy event. The
writer is objective and shows all sides to an
issue in the general scheme of things. 

Saris can not only be used to create new outfits,
but also something to complement them.
Accessories can make any look standout, and
ones that have been upcycled from saris, make
for a stellar choice. Repurpose the tassels of the
pallu (the lose end of your saree, that is draped
over the shoulder) to make some DIY earrings.
You can also use your raw silk sarees to create
handbags.  If décor is your strong suit, saris can
come in handy to add a touch of intricacy to
your home.  Torn up and stained but beautifully
embroidered saris can be used to make cushion
covers, runners or even curtains, which makes
for an eccentric yet traditional aesthetic.

Saris are not only six
yards of creative
potential, waiting to
be adorned in
different upcycled
styles and looks, but
also a step in the
direction of zero-
waste and sustainable
living.
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bollywoodbollywoodbollywood

After independence, the six-yard long saree changed its meaning with wavering draping styles and
puff sleeves, pearl accessories and elegant hair buns became common fashion statements
represented in the media. Raj Kapoor became the model of European fashion for the common man
during this era. Men tried to follow Dilip Kumar’s style of wearing cufflinks and Dev Anand’s
puffed hair and mufflers. Translucent and elegant sarees rocked by Nargis, Anarkali kurtas worn by
Madhubala and the ‘Bobby print’ promoted by Dimple Kapadia were immensely popular.

After independence, the six-yard long saree changed its
meaning with wavering draping styles and puff sleeves,
pearl accessories and elegant hair buns became common
fashion statements represented in the media. Raj Kapoor
became the model of European fashion for the common
man during this era. Men tried to follow Dilip Kumar’s
style of wearing cufflinks and Dev Anand’s puffed hair and
mufflers. Translucent and elegant sarees rocked by Nargis,
Anarkali kurtas worn by Madhubala and the ‘Bobby print’
promoted by Dimple Kapadia were immensely popular.

In the sixties, women all over India wanted to get the ‘Sadhana cut’
done, just like the actress who popularized it. The decade was
characterised by tight blouses, bold eye makeup and big hair. Ever since
Amitabh Bachchan, Nitu Singh and Vinod Khanna brought in the casual
look of bell bottoms, loyal followers continued this obsession into the
seventies which eventually became part of Indian wear.

In the sixties, women all over India wanted to get the ‘Sadhana
cut’ done, just like the actress who popularized it. The decade was
characterised by tight blouses, bold eye makeup and big hair. Ever
since Amitabh Bachchan, Nitu Singh and Vinod Khanna brought
in the casual look of bell bottoms, loyal followers continued this
obsession into the seventies which eventually became part of
Indian wear.

Then came the outrageous shoulder pads, quirky patterns and
metallic colours which dominated the eighties. At this time, it was
not uncommon to see fans following trends with bold and bright
red lips, untamed hair and chunky jewellery. Whether we are
talking about Sridevi’s gossamer saree or Madhuri Dixit’s
embroidered purple saree, the over-the-top and gaudy designs
continued well into the early nineties.

Written by Sayali Sarode, Illustrations by Vedika Dawar



Devdas (2002)
If there’s one thing that we know Sanjay Leela Bansali doesn’t
hold back in his films, it’s costumes. He went all out with the        
 coordinating Bengali sarees and glamorous jewellery designed              
for Madhuri Dixit and Aishwarya Rai 
Bachchan which turned out to be 
iconic for the duo.

Mughal-E-Azam (1960)
An enormous amount of work went into perfecting the costumes
for this film that was filmed over a span of 9 years. Hence, it’s not
surprising to see Madhubala wearing the most mesmerising
Anarkali pieces. The elaborate styling, makeup, jewellery and
outfits in the film make it a historical masterpiece which was
quick to start trends and define the fashion market in the sixties.

Apki Kasam (1973)
Right after bell bottoms and flary jeans kicked in 
during the late 60s, Indian wear started adapting 
these trends with smaller prints and work which
was also influe nced by Dimple Kapadia's polka dot
outfits in Bobb y 
(1973). 
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Ram Leela (2013)
Filled with mirror work, beautiful
ghagra-cholis and authentic bandhani,
Ram-Leela is a paradise for anyone who
loves ethnic wear. From Deepika    
   Padukone’s unforgettable off white 

choli in Ang Laga de to her iconic three-

Mumtaaz from 
Brahmachaari

layered lehenga with distinct   
 embroidery in Nagada Sang Dhol, 
the film is a landmark for Indian
fashion.

Sushmita Sen from
Main Hoon Naa

Sridevi from
Mr. India

Deepika Padukone 
from Piku

Priyanka Chopra from
Bajirao Mastani2 8  |  C O C H È R E  N O V E M B E R  2 0 2 0



With simple forms and figures that come

together to compose intricate narratives in very

few colours, the captivating art of the Sauras,

has told the story of the tribe for hundreds of

years. A tribal artform from eastern India, Saura

art started out with its ritualistic beginnings on

the walls of village homes, to become one of the

most beautiful artforms that India is proud of.

Saura art has undergone many transformations

in the 21st century.

SAURA
ART

W O R S H I P  A N D  I N V O C A T I O N
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An art that began as murals on mud walls, it is

now everywhere, from sarees to notebook covers.

It has also acquired a decorative value in recent

times, with many people buying Saura art for their

homes. Saura art is traditionally made on the red

or brown clay walls of the homes of the villagers,

with natural dyes made from rice, white stone, and

flower and leaf extracts, using a brush that is made

from tender bamboo. The paintings are usually

dedicated to the deity of the Sauras, known as

Idital and are made during special occasions like

harvest, child-birth, marriage etc, during which

they are also worshipped. The figures in Saura

artworks are called icons or ikons and many of

them are recurring motifs and symbols, such as

people, the tree of life, the sun and moon, horses,

and elephants, which all hold their own

symbolism. Traditionally, it was only priests who

could make these wall-paintings. They would also

explain their meanings to the village-folk, passing

on their tribal customs and culture in a unique

oral tradition.
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TRADITION

Bindi

Bangles

The tradition of wearing bindis initially

started off amongst Hindu and Jain women

in India. Today it is seen as an accessory to

go along with Indian aesthetics but back in

the day it was considered as a symbol of

fortune to ward off bad luck. The point in

between the eyebrows is also known to be

the spot for our sixth chakra, and the bindi is  

known to retain energy in. the human body

can control the various levels of

concentration. 

Bangles are counted among one of the most important accessories

for Indian women, especially brides. Bangles, over time have become

much trendier to suit a more contemporary look, but they are still as

significant as they were millennia ago. Bangles with geometric

designs give them a funky look, however, for traditional ceremonies

only circular glass or metal bangles are preferred. Research on

ancient fragments show that bangles were used to be made from

copper, bronze, shell, terra cotta, silver, gold, lac, glass and anything

that could be used in craftsmanship. For years, it has been a tradition

to wear bangles after marriage for the sake of health, luck and

prosperity.

Piercings
The nose ring, commonly called "Nath" in. the

Hindu religion has always been an essential

part of Indian culture. Girls and women also

wear big nose rings on auspicious occasions

to pay respect to Goddess Parvati, the

Goddess of marriage.  

Henna Tattoos
Henna tattoos, traditionally called "Mehendi" is associated with

positivity and good luck. The use of mehndi and turmeric is described

in the earliest Hindu Vedic ritual books for its medicinal and

therapeutic properties. 
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Commonly seen adorning walls, Warli paintings depict
a range of complex scenes from wedding rituals,
hunting scenes, fishing, and farming, to festivals and
dances, and geometric patterns of flowers, trees, and
animals, using nothing more than lines, dots, circles
and triangles. Its apparent simplicity at the same time
evokes a primal connect and its timeless appeal lends
itself well to cater to the modern tastes for fashion
mixed with ethnicity. Warli art is the signature art
form of the Warli tribe that is located in north
Maharashtra, near the borders of Gujarat.
With its eye-catching imagery and cultural
significance, Warli art is not just beautiful to look at,
it is also fascinating, as the voice of a tribe that’s
telling its own story in a way that is honest and
unique.

One of India’s most intriguing tribal artforms, Warli is
a treasure that adds so much richness to the tapestry of
India’s cultural diversity. Their extremely rudimentary
wall paintings use a very basic graphic vocabulary: a
circle, a triangle and a square. Their paintings were
monosyllabic. The circle and triangle come from their
observation of nature, the circle representing the sun
and the moon, the triangle derived from mountains and
pointed trees. Only the square seems to obey a different
logic and seems to be a human invention, indicating a
sacred enclosure or a piece of land. So the central
motive in each ritual painting is the square, known as
the “chauk” or “chaukat” Stylistically, they can be
recognized by the fact that they are painted on an
austere mud base using one color, white, with
occasional dots in red and yellow. This colour is
obtained from grounding rice into white powder.

WARLI ART
TALES FROM THE WEST
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WRITTEN  BY  VEDIKA  DAWAR



RANGEEN KHIDKI'S

C O C H È R E  I S  R A I S I N G  F U N D S  F O R

D E C E M B E R  B R A N D  C A T A L O G

Project Period Adda

We're inviting all sustainable brands to help us raise funds

for Rangeen Khidki, in appreciation of which, we will be

featuring the brands in our December brand catalog.



BE A CHANGE MAKER

DONATE FOR A  GOOD CAUSE

This holiday season, we are trying to bring a change in the lives of many

girls and women who struggle due to the lack of menstrual health

awareness and resources to make it a less challenging exprience. 

For more details, please visit our instagram page @cocheremagazine or log on to

www.cocheremag.com. You can also dm or email us to learn more about the initiative.



G A A T H A
HANDMADE  TREASURES  FROM  THE  I N TER IORS

OF  I ND I A

The story of Gaatha:

reviving Indian handicraft

"THE

TECHNIQUES

USED  BY

ART ISANS

RANGE  FROM

BAT IK

PR INT ING ,

QUILT ING ,

PAP IER -

MACHE  WORK ,

METAL

CAST ING  AND

PUNCH  WORK

AMONG

OTHERS "

From quirky diaries to beautifully carved wooden combs, fashion and

home décor items like ceramic jewellery, silk stoles and Madhubani

paintings, Gaatha.com is a treasure trove of Indian handicrafts from

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Kashmir. The techniques used

by artisans range from Batik printing, quilting, papier-mache work,

metal casting and punch work among others. Materials used include

wood, leather, fibre, bamboo, grass, and even urban waste.

Sumiran Pandey, Shivani Dhar and Himanshu Khar are three

batchmates from NID, discovered their passion for handicrafts while

researching for their academic projects and founded Gaatha. Gaatha

was originally set up in November 2009 for researching and

documenting Indian craft clusters and heritage that are experiencing

rapid erosion.
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Fashion Spotlight 

WHAT  THE  STYL ISH  LOCALS  ARE  WEARING

The blog on Gaatha.com serves as a starting

point for many handicraft lovers, who love

reading up on various handicrafts and their

history and then make purchases from the

website. Sumiran says, “Many sites selling

similar products just copy and paste

generic content from the Internet on their

sites. In contrast, our website features

content that is the result of years of

painstaking research.” If people know more

about the history and process of the craft, it

makes them feel closer and connected to

the craft better. It makes them understand

how invaluable it is and motivates them to

invest in these art forms.

All handicrafts items are a form of art and go

through a very close and personal process

when being made. They give the sense of

nostalgia and remind one of their childhood

and country. There have been uses of

different techniques into more modernised

versions of their products but it would still

not be a part of fast fashion as it will always

hold much greater value like all handmade

things do. Blending them with mass-

production techniques is a practice but is

also almost unfair to the art and artisans

who practice that art. We spread awareness

about the dying artforms amongst our youth

by publishing blogs on our twitter account

and social media accounts which have been

helpful to make people understand it and

keep it alive.

“Gaatha is becoming a resource which helps craft sell

not as objects but as stories and ideologies. We are

vying to make not just ‘sales’ but ‘dialogues’ between

the craftsmen and their patrons, encouraging ‘co-

creation’ possibilities and a collective growth.”
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The founders are very often on the road,

frequently meeting artisans and finding new

crafts that can be added to the site. More

than 150 master craftsmen contribute to 50

product categories on Gaatha. While there

are websites that provide a platform for

artisans to sell their products, Gaatha goes

one step further by photographing every

product and taking care of all the marketing

as well. Each and every item, be it beautifully

woven sarees or handcrafted brass art, is

lovingly showcased on Gaatha.com. In some

cases, they are closely involved in the

production of the handicrafts.

Bringing
the local 

G A A T H A . C O M

communities 
together
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HEAR
OUT THE
STORY

Many artforms in India are dying

because they don't have the

platform or resources to sell their

products. In the day and age of

social media, these artisans do not

understand the fast paced industry

and have difficulty keeping up with

the competition which also often

results in exploitation. They often

leave their work and move to cities

to look for a more stable job for

them to earn their livelihood. 

Gaatha constantly makes sure that

all their products are being put up

Each craft  has a story of  it 's
own and made with utter care
and love

on the website and they get a

greater reach and orders every

month for them to keep practicing

their art.

Each craft has a story of it's own

and made with utter care and love.

The processes are sustainable and

eco-friendly and each product

holds a lot of traditional

significance and value compared to

mass-produced items. It makes one

feel personally connected to the

artisan and their art.
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POSTMODERN
PAINTING. Stella

alternately paints in
oil and watercolor

COLOUR CONTRAST
AND FRENCH KNOTS

From colour

combinations to the

traditional hand work

of designing motifs.

The Essence of the Parsi Gara Embroidery

Gara embroidery is typically done with
white or pastel threads on vibrant coloured
fabrics. The motifs comprise of satin
stitches, French knots and long and short
stitches and painstakingly small Chinese
knots, also known as the kha kha stitch.can
be used. 

Pagodas, dragons and human figurines from
China, paisleys and peacocks from India,
roosters, peonies and the 100-petal rose
from Iran.

Gara embroidery came into our design
lexicon at a time when the Parsis from India
would travel to China for trade. They
carried opium and cotton with them from
India, which was bartered for tea in China.

 Tea as a commodity was gaining a lot of
popularity in Europe and the British wanted
to sell more tea in Europe. The Parsis
quickly became rich trading with the British.

Embroidered to life
with photorealistic
precision, the Gara
sari is a unique
member in the
exhaustive variety
of crafts found in
the country.
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Even though the sari is covered in silk thread
embroidery all over, it has a nice flow to it
and can be draped well. The original fabric
was called ‘Sali Ghaj', which has very thin
lines running through it. Garas went out of
fashion in the '30s and were only revived in
the '80s. In Mumbai, they started using this
thick fabric—Shamu satin and thick Crepe
Chine back then. Presently, the artisans
largely use crepe, but not georgette or
chiffon—because the silk thread is hand-
embroidered and these fabrics can't take the
weight of the embroidery.

The beauty of
the embroidery
and rich
heritage makes
it a must have
in your
wardrobe

They have quirky names for motifs. Apart
from ‘Cheena Cheeni', there is a polka-
dotted motif is called ‘kaanda papeta', which
stands for onion potato. Polka dots were so
common at one point, that they were
jestingly compared to onions and potatoes
for how readily available they were. Then
there is a spin wheel motif, which the Parsis
call a ‘Karoliya', or a spider. There is a ‘Marga
Margi', which is a rooster and a hen and
there's a ‘Chakla Chakli' too, which is a male
and female sparrow.

SAY IT WITH
PEARLS

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE
MOTIFS

W H A T  I S  I T  W I T H
C O N T R A S T N G  P A S T E L S

STYLING THE PIECE OF ART

The colours comprise of two shades.
The base fabric is generally darker
with ivory thread work or a pastel
coloured textile is embroidered with
multicoloured threads.

For many, Gara sarees are the go to
ensemble for elegance and fine
taste, usually matched with a plain
blouse. But if you're feeling quirky,
try putting on a jacket to match the
colours in the motifs, and some
pearls to rock the classic Irani look. 

CAN YOU PUT
TOGETHER AN
IMAGE OF RED
SATIN WITH BEIGE
AND OUTLINES
WITHOUT
PEARLS?

FABRIC AND DESIGN
GO HAND IN HAND
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Sustainability of culture and ethics,
enrooted deep within the rich artistic
architecture, traditions and beautiful
mesmerising fashion pieces, is a rare
occurrence these days. Never the less, the
divine, vibrant state of Rajasthan, in India,
dives you deep into the most exotic and
ethereal lifestyle.

How does Rajasthani
fashion inspire its
architecture today?

The Spirit of the West

Rajasthan, though a desert, but ironically, it has a
perpetual flow of authentic heritage, customs and
refinement. Being one of the most beautiful
states in the country, it is also one the most
historical civilisations, surrounded by the
majestic, enthralling monuments all around. The
land of musical landscape, stimulates with the
power of  melodious sounds of folk songs,
normally showcasing ballads, which relate to
heroic deeds, love stories and devotional songs.
The delicate, royal traditional pieces of art worn
by the Rajasthani people are beautifully
handcrafted in the sea of colours and detailing,
it’s as if you are scrutinising the intellect of a
painting itself.

Written by Shivya Verma
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Balancing a fusion of different arenas is something
the state of Rajasthan teaches us. The bewitching
charm which the state of Rajasthan, escalates is the
captivating, unique architectural design and the
alluring fashion of the state.When talking in the
context of Rajasthani fashion, to quite an extent it
has inspired the architecture of Rajasthan today.
The beautiful Rajasthani clothing is customary
designed in bright colours, with elaborated designs.
The women of this region are adorned in enchanting
sarees, wrapped in a style particularly known in this
region. Another piece of clothing women embellish
is the Ankle length skirt, known as the lehenga, with
a cropped top called chaniya choli. Generally worn
with a head covering to protect the we are from the
intense heat and to preserve a sense of modesty.
These attires are often decked with exquisite
embroidery and mirror work which they exhibit.
Whilst, despite being poor the women, don’t fail to
trim themselves in the array of wonderful colours.

The outfits enriched by the traditional royalty, are
woven with gold and silver threads and dazzling
sequins, making them a work of art itself. Our
Rajasthani are recognizable by their 'pagris' or
turbans, long length of cloth to cover their head.
Pagris are often colour coordinated with the women
dupattas and sarees. The jangling of the jewellery
which is so popular in the region, incorporates the
women to adorn themselves with precious jewellery
, such as sporting waist ornaments, anklets and
forehead ornaments in addition to nose rings,
bracelets, earrings and necklaces.

Men, too, are often to be found wearing traditional
jewellery such as amulets depicting folklore heroes
and ankle bells for use during dance performances.
Coming to a close understanding, with the
Rajasthani fashion will help us to understand its 
 outstanding architecture today.

The fancies of the
traditional royalty

An array of colours, embellished
fabrics and jewelery that doesn't fail
to stand out

"These attires are often decked
with exquisite embroidery and

mirror work.".
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CHALK ING  OUT  THE

framework

 Over the ages the cultivating designs of
rajasthan has drawn tourists like a magnet
towards it. It has indeed poised it self into a
true work of art in all aspects. The
Rajasthani architecture is an outstanding
arrangement of colonial, Islamic and Hindu
architecture. Rajasthan stays as one among
the major visiting sport in India , carrying a
lavish architectural heritage.

"The beautiful marble inlay or
the fluted columns are embedded
with remarkable work of
detailing and fitness found in the
panel Rajasthani clothing."

Mostly Rajasthani architecture in  todays
time  exclusively stands out due to it
exceptional composition. The art and
architecture of Rajasthan itself beholds a
spirituality of the region. It is all swatched
in colours and traditions. The architecture
still holds the originality of the age old era
in its distinctive, forged framework.
Colours plays an implicit role in almost all
foundations of Rajasthan. Be it a the
beautiful detailed Persian designs of the
walls or be the gazebos are illuminated in
different shades of colours, reflecting the
pride and honour of rajasthan. In which
every individual rich or poor is fully
indulged into. The beautiful marble inlay
or the fluted columns are embedded with
remarkable work of detailing and fitness
found in the panel Rajasthani clothing.
Mirror work induced to be on the clothing
is now to be seen channeling in the
beautiful dome shapes buildings or the
breathtaking walls of the architectural
structure.

The flair and unique designs of this
architectural jharokas, modern day
balcony accustomed with the breath of
fresh air just like the Rajasthani clothing.
Sanity, purity and peace is what
Rajasthani culture proclaims, no
architectural structure is complete
without the agnoizing pouring of water in
a pond in a form of a fountain.
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let's order Indian

A guide to flavours, colours and veganism

If there’s one catch-all characteristic of Indian

cuisine, it’s complexity. There’s astounding

complexity in the flavor profiles of Indian dishes,

from the simplest snacks to the most elaborate of

special-occasion feasts, and in the diversity of

countless regional and local versions of the

national cuisine.

The flavors of a traditional Indian meal cover a full

spectrum, with spicy, sour, sweet and sometimes

bitter notes balanced with nuance. Spices are

used liberally but expertly, in carefully balanced

proportions and blends. Very hot, strongly flavored

foods are eaten across India, but most meals

include milder and cooling components too.
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the chicken noodle soup of india

recipe by @veganricha
veganricha.com

a traditional Indian recipe for basmati rice

with red lentils or Mung Dal that is easy to

digest, packed with fiber and warming

spices! Perfect for the cold season.

Meet Kitchari,  the ultimate Indian comfort food! Think of it as

the Chicken Noodle Soup of India. Kitchari (pronounced kich-

uh-ree) is a delicious, warming and super nourishing

combination of split mung beans or quick-cooking lentils and

white basmati rice with plenty of spices.  It’s the perfect soul-

hugging food for rainy days when you’re a bit under the

weather.

The unique blend of spices used in kitchari not only adds

flavor but is also wonderfully warming and balancing –

perfect for fall and winter and just delicious. Kitchari can be

made many different ways and has references dating back

thousands of years. But despite its complex flavor, it’s so easy

to make!You start by sauteeing the spices along with some

onions, chili, ginger, and garlic to boost their fragrance and

enhance their flavor! Then you add in your rice and dal,

veggies, and some liquid. Cook it for 3 minutes in the Instant

pot, let the steam release and you’re good to go.

Kitchari is dal and rice risotto like preparation that usually is

very lightly spiced and served as light meal when you are sick

or just to give the tummy a break with a simple nourishing

meal.  The basic version is slightly bland with just 1 or 2 spices

and kept so to be a light meal. You can add different spices,

some vegetables, tomato etc to make it a hearty meal. This

recipe is adapted from my book version. Also see my hearty

green moong and brown rice version on the blog. Khichdi is

generally overcooked to be more of a mash for easy

digestion. I cook it for less time for the grains and lentils to

retain shape (as seen in the pictured on this post) and a few

minutes longer for a mash, when wanting it more porridge

style.
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